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‘A fast fractal generator for the 2X Spectrum, Now you can explore the fascinating world of fractals with 
this machine code program. Up to 200 shades on screen gives clear, crisp fractal pictures which can then 
be zoomed and expanded, Not just the Mandelbrot set but 18 different types can be made, Generates 
fractal music, you can hear the computer generate the fractal, Ready to use on disc for DISGiPLE/Plus D 
complete with ready-converted file for use with our SPECMAKER emulator on SAM. 
'SPECFILE? The Spectrum data filing program 
that never gets out of date. Specfile+ holds a 
massive 28K of data and, by using compression 
makes it seem like much more, Freeformat style 
means no complicated file design before you get 
started. Very fast CASE. selective and complex 
searches. Designed to be extended - so it grows as 
you do, Works with PLUS D, DISCIPLE or under 
SpecMaker on SAM, This program is a must for 
anyone with data to store. Special +3 version also 
‘available on 3” dise- add £2 to price shown below. 

SPECMAKER The simplest Spectrum emulator 
fon the market for SAM. 1000s of 48K programs 
work without the need for any conversion. Most 
other programs need only minor changes. All the 
extra SAM keys work in Spectrum mode, Uses 
SAM’s printer port and up to 360K of SAM’s 
memory as a RAMDISC, PLUS D, DISCIPLE and 
‘Opus dises* can be loaded into SPECMAKER and 
saved to SAM dise, Converts files between 
Messenger and SPECMAKER format to save 
valuable dise space, Comes with preconverted 
Spectrum ROM image (no need for Spectrum) 
Supplied on 8.5" disc 

UNIDOS version 2 The advanced DOS from 
Steve Warr for the PLUS D and DISCIPLE. Same 
DOS system file for BOTH interfaces. Random 
Access Files; Sub Directories; Hundreds of files on 
‘one disc; Hidden files; Protected files; Copy files 
of ANY length; incredibly versatile Screen Dump 
routines; Error Trapping and MANY more 
features. Compatible with all Speetruims (+2a/+8 
in 48K mode). Over 20 programs now included 
‘on the disc, Extra manual on using Greate files 
also available. State DISCIPLE or PLUS D on order. 
PC:SUITE From the same author as 
SPECMAKER. Now you can transfer your IBM 
data files by reading and writing IBM dises (720K 
format) on your SAM Coupé, PC-SUITE will even 
let you format IBM discs on your SAM. Write and 
edit SAM Basic programs on your PC, Use 
PCSUITE to copy SAM data files to PC s0 you can 
print them on that high quality laser printer at 
work, 
Supplied on 8.5" disc, nb. Thisis nota PC emulaor 
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Please add £0.50 postage (£1.20 outside UK) 
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track an 
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Jenny has been on holiday, I’ve had a 
flu;like virus, urgent repairs were needed 
to the office or it would have fallen down, 
and to top it all ~ its been hot. Ok, I know 
they are poor excuses for still being 
behind with FORMAT, but they are the 
only ones that are printable. Things are 
improving as each month goes by, I'm 
gradually rebuilding the stock-pile by 
editing more articles than I need for an 
issue, but I could really do with some 
more contributions please - even just a 
few short (but interesting) letters would 
help. 

Still, rest assured I will not be doing 
what several people have suggested. I'm 
not skipping an issue to get back on 
track. That would not be fair on readers, 

Right, down to business. This month 
sees the launch of our 98/99 membership 
drive (see centre pages) which I'm sure 
you will all do your bit to support, 
Everyone benefits from growth, even if 
(as we suspect) most of that growth will 
come as a result of new PC members. We 
need to attract more advertisers, and 
that can only be done by increasing 
membership, I want to see a return to 40 
page issues of FORMAT very much, but 
that can't be done without advertising. 
Please, for your sake, take the time to 
read the membership drive write-up and 
make sure you help INDUG grow. 
You will have noticed that there has 

been no HELP PAGE for some time. It is 
not Ray Bray’s fault, he just hasn't had 
many requests for help recently. Now, 
this could mean that you have all become 

and don't need any help. Or it could 
mean that you are just not using your 
computers so much these days. But a 
more likely explanation is that it is one of 
those vicious circles - no help page for a 
few months, you think it has finished, 
you don't write off with your problem, no 
material for the help page, no help page 
appears... You get the idea? If you want 
a Help Page, then Ray needs some input 
from readers - urgently, 

T've just heard that the ‘Northern 
Spectrum and Sam Show (NSSS) will not 
now be held on the 12th September, but 
instead on the 28th November. We have 
not had any explanation of this last 
minute change, nor official confirmation 
of the new date from the shows 
organizer. More details if we get them. 

Still ZERO news on the FRED front 
I'm sorry to say. George Boyle has, 
apparently, been offered a contract but so 
far no real headway. Colin MacDonald 
will have a FRED stand at the October 
show, if nothing is sorted out in the 
meantime, and there is a tentative 
agreement that Format Publications will 
take over the software division of Fred 
Publishing after the show if there is no 
other solution available. However, due to 
the commitment required, I do not feel 
that we would be able to take on 
publishing the FRED disczine (unless of 
course there were people prepared to help 
in a big way), 

Until next month. 
Bob Brenchley, Editor. 

SHOR SPOT 
YOUR HINTS, TIPS AND PROGRAMMING IDEAS 

Last month I inadvisedly wrote about 
June, hot flamin’ June. I shouldn't do 
such things. Tempting fate. Er; can 
anyone sell me a second-hand umbrella? 
In spite of the wet, though, I hope still to 

have one or two interesting snippets to 
report, though I have less than usual - I 
guess you're all getting ready for jetting 
off to far-off sunny places, 
Anyway, I was telling you that I have, 

of necessity, started a little business of 
my own. Item one went just about as 
unsmoothly as it could have done. I 
anticipated many of the things that went 
wrong - but there were many more that I 
couldn't have forseen. Like the stupidity 
of a certain Mr Gates’ systems; I had a 
dise of my new brochure with, what I 
thought, was the whole shooting match 
saved (well that was what it had told me 
it had done), and when I came to load it, 
it had obviously not saved some files, 
only their positions in other programs, So 
that I ended up with my precious 
pictures that I desperately wanted ... No; 

I'll rephrase that: I ended up without my 
precious pictures, for they were on my 
friend’s hard disc, miles and miles away, 
and all I had was some sort of internal 
reference to where they were, Take note, 
Mr Gates, Firstly, we do not all live in 
networked corporations. Secondly, when 
your accursed devices tell me they have 
saved my information on disc, that is 

what I expect. No more and no less, Not 
just the instructions allowing some other 
machine umpteen miles away to find the 
original bits and pieces on its hard drive. 
‘That's no help to me. Thank god for the 

Edited By:- John Wase. 
integrity of the Spectrum and SAM; 
that’s what I say! 

There; I've got it off my chest, and I feel 
better, now. 

It was Lorri’s sister's birthday the 
other day. I mention. this because, 
through Susan, I have made a 
serendipititiously useful discovery. You 
see, Sus always likes pink, Like me, she 
doesn’t care two hoots of a bicycle bell for 
fashion; she likes pink. I knew the most 
likely reasonably local place for me to 
find some pink jewellery was the 
Jewellery Quarter at Hockley, in 
Birmingham. And so I did. The Jewellery 
Quarter is always just the ticket for 
solving these sorts of female-oriented, 
tetchy birthday and other present 
problems, Flushed with success, we 
wandered round, looking at the rest of 
the stuff on show - if you've not been 
there before, well, it’s a fascinating place, 
Now for some weeks previously, I had 

been trying to sort out the problem of 
putting batch and serial numbers and a 
product code on some of the items I'm 
making, Easy; all I needed was a 
FOR-NEXT loop in a little Spectrum 
program, and some little tractor-feed 
labels. I've never tried something like 
this on a laser-printer, and I wonder if it 
would work. (If you know, please write 
and tell me: I'm interested). Why was I 
even wondering? Well, because, all of a 
sudden, when I needed tractor-feed 
labels, I couldn't find them. Anywhere. 
Well, that’s not quite true. You could get 
disc labels and envelope labels, But that 
was about it, The sort of label I wanted 



was miniscule in comparison. Like half 

an inch long and three-sixteenths deep. 
Viking supplies let me down, So did the 
University of Birmingham Computer 

Supplies. The big Office suppliers in 
Birmingham regretted, but... Usual story; 
no demand, When you get that from a 
real, disinterested ‘Jobsworth’, my 
standard reply is “Oh, yes, there is. I 
want some!” But in this case, they really 

tried hard, with no success. Never mind, 
there's a man called Brenchley. But he 
didn’t know, either. Temporarily baffled, 
I put the problem to one side, hoping a 
solution would come to light. 

Well, as I mentioned, having found the 
pink jewellery, I was moseying around, 
when I found this marvellous shop. It 
sells all sorts of small amounts of things 
you and I are always needing; little boxes 
and envelopes, tractor feed labels. 
TRACTOR FEED LABELS!!! Whoopee! 
‘A couple of thousand tiny ones (four per 
row) cost £17.45, including VAT, and 
they are willing to send stuff by post. 
Enquiries to Mr Brian R. Simpson of 
Lansa U.K. Limited, 4-5 The Big Peg, 
Warstone Lane, Hockley, Birmingham, 
West Midlands B18 6NA. Their phone is 
0121 233 4588, and their Fax is 0121 233 
4655. 

I guess you've all heard the whiskery 
old one about the grocer who sat on his 
bacon slicer and got behind with his 
orders, Well, Bob is not the only one who 
is behind - so am I. I'm therefore grateful 
to those of you like John Thornborrow, 
who take the trouble to write and express 
thanks - at times, Short Spot is quite 
hard work. John has written to hope my 
house alterations are going to a smooth 
conclusion, and you will, I'm sure be glad 
to hear that this is so. Replacing 
half-timbering is a specialist task 
involving seeing much daylight one day 
where there was wall the previous - 
usually with the wry comment that “it 

was almost all rotten when I got down to 
it”, It’s a gritty, dusty business which is 
just the job for gritting up computers and 
ideal for losing documentation, and I’m 
glad all that remains is to fill and paint 
the thing, now that the green oak has 
shrunk and the tenons have been gripped 
tightly in the mortices. 
Anyway, John has details of the Index 

program in which Maurice Smith is 
interested - he wrote some time ago, and 
if he drops me a quick line, I can ring him 
and put the two of you in contact. 

I also asked about the Fader or Fuzzy 
program. It's possible, writes John, that I 
am thinking of the Fizzle programs 
which appeared in my columns. The first 
‘one in the June 1993 FORMAT by Alan 
Cox was followed up by Fizzle2 by Bttrick 
Thomson the following November. John’s 
also convinced that he has seen another 
program, but the name might not 
represent the program content well, or it 
might have appeared on a FRED disc, 
Anyway, he can’t find it, 

Finally, John mentions that he has a 
saver program for SAM, which he uses 
when he is developing a program, 
versions of which will need saving from 
time to time. You see, John’s a man after 
my own heart - he leaves saving until the 
last minute, so it’s essential he knows if 
he’s made a backup copy or not. This 
utility tells him at which stage the saving 
was when he left SAM. It’s also, for those 
relatively new to Basic programming, a 
good example of the use of procedures; 
have a look. You will have to amend Line 
10020, where you have to make s$="Your 
‘own program name”. Type it in and try 
it... 

10000 REM SAVE PROGRAM 
10010 DEF PROC savefile 
10015 REM LET s$=THE NAME OF THE 

PROGRAM YOU WISH TO SAVE 
10020 LET s$="SAVEPROG": CLS: me 

dium 

10300 
10310 
10320 

10330 
10370 
10380 

10390 
10400 
10500 

CLS: savedt 
CLS: PRINT AT 7,0; "DO YOU 
WISH TO MAKE A BACK UP CO 

py? * 
yes_no 
IF ¥$="N" THEN STOP 
CLS: PRINT AT 7,0; “ARE YO 
U USING THE SAME MEDIUM?" 
yes_no 
If ¥$="¥" THEN savedt 
IF Y§="N" THEN medium: sav 
edt 
CLS: PRINT AT 12,0; "DO YO 
U WISH TO MAKE A THIRD COP 
yo" 
IF ¥$e"N" THEN STOP 
IF Y$a"y" THEN savedt 
END PROC 
DEF PROC medium 
CLS: heading: PRINT '' "PLE 
ASE SELECT THE STORAGE MED 
TUM" 
PRINT ''" 1) DISC DRIVE 
a" 
PRINT ''" 2) DISC DRIVE 
an 
PRINT 11" 3) RETURN'TO P 
ROGRAM. 
PRINT AT 16,0;"PLEASE ENTE 
Ri, 2, OR 3": GET med 
IF med <1 OR MED >3 THEN b 
leep 0.1,0.1: GOTO 10210 
IF med=1 THEN devi 
IF mede2 THEN dev2 
IF med=3 THEN STOP 
END PROC 
DEF PROC devi 
DEVICE Dl: CLS: PRINT AT 6 
,0;"PLEASE PLACE DISC IN D 
RIVE 1": presskey 
END PROC 
DEF PROC dev2 
DEVICE D2: CLS: PRINT AT 6 
,0;"PLEASE PLACE DISC IN D 
RIVE 2"; presskey 
END PROC 
DEF PROC savedt 
CLS: PRINT AT 14,0; "Ple 
@ WAIT while Saving" 
SAVE 8$ 
END PROC 
DEF PROC yes_no 

10510 INPUT "ENTER ¥ FOR YES OR 
N FOR NO" 

10520 POKE SVAR 618,8: GET ¥$ 
10530 IF ¥$<>"¥" AND ¥$<>"N" THE 

N GOTO 10520 
10540 END PROC 
10550 DEF PROC heading 
10560 PRINT ; INVERSER 1; AT 0,7 

12 SAVING PROGRAM ": INVER 
SE 0 

10570 END PROC 
10590 DEF PROC presskey 
10600 PRINT #1; "PRESS ANY KEY TO 

CONTINUE": PAUSE 
10610 END PROC 

Many thanks, John. 
Enough of the SAM, The Spectrum’s 

dead; long live the Spectrum, You just 
ask Roy Burford of Norton, Stourbridge, 
West Midlands, on whom I rely (far too 
much) for interesting and original 
material, Just a little bit of fuss and 

bother. This all arises if you take a more 

sophisticated machine and try and adapt 
fa program originally written for it to ran 
on the Spectrum. And Roy, for all his 

Specoriginality, is also always trying to 
adapt things for it isn’t he. 

It all started off with Ettrick Thomson’s 

‘Biomorph’ program (Vol.11, N°5, P7). As 

this sounded fascinating, Roy decided to 

convert it to Spectrum Basic. Apart from 

a little colour clash of very little 
consequence, it produced an excellent 
screen display. However, and here comes 
the rub, the Spectrum doesn’t have the 
clever KEYIN command which SAM uses 

to change conditionally the instructions 
within the current program, and 
therefore has to wade through a number 

of IF...THEN instructions. As the number 

of IF...THEN instructions increases in 

direct proportion to the biomorph number 
selected, this makes the Spectrum 

adaptation glacially snail-like for larger 
numbers. For instance (Roy's a devil for 

punishment), biomorph 5 takes well over 
2 hours! 



SAM ee, 
FEATURES INCLUDE 

512K RAM 
32K ROM 

The advanced computer that retains a user friendly 800K Floppy Disc Drive 
appeal which makes even the beginner feel right at 6 Channel Stereo Sound (mono twough 1¥) 
home, An easy to leam Basic and disc operating ZB0B 6Mhz Processor 
system (no messing with slow tapes here) wil allow Centronics Printer Port 
Y2U,'0,o things you never thought possible before, Joystick Port 
jour SAM comes with a very easy to read manual and MIDI & Networking 

everything you need to get started - it even has some 128 Colours 
pretty impressive demo software for you to run, just to 4 Screen Modes 
ive you a few ideas fr starters, 

you already own a Spectrum then this is the machine 
SCART Output (for Monitor or TV) 

Plus LOTS More... 
for you because you don't have to throw away all you 
have learnt so far - just be prepared to be amazed at ON LY £1 99% 
the extra power and features. 

POWER AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD... 
Includes 1 year return to base waranty om ful computer PLUS enended rd year warranty on fain boa 

Reconditioned SAM Gouge ti 91cm. ot, Elite, Except That There Is No Built-in 
‘We are able to supply a small number of professionally reconditioned 
SAM Coupé computers, These have been fitted with a modern style 
disc drive, a version 3 ROM, new keyboard unit, and are supplied with 
new manuals and DOS system dis = They carry a full 80 day full return 
to base warranty. Bacause hese are reconditioned machines here may (0) N LY £ 1 49% 
be slight blemishes to case or base 

Printer Port On The Coupé (see the 
SPI, under interfaces below) 

SAM Cr bé Replacement 
Disc Drives 

The original slot-in slim-line drives produced for the SAM csp ae no Fonger made, your cain. ives row Showing signs of terminal decline perhaps it 1 me you gave bu SAM anew late of lie by fig 9 modern syle WC pel 
loppy drive, 

In most cases we find the faults with old dives are mechanical 
(due to worn heads, stepper motor failure, etc.) In these cases 
you. need an intemal interface Type 1 to which or transfer the 

772 disc controller chip from your old drive - thus making the 
upgrade as cheap as possible. 
if you want to fit a second drive (or first drive, if you don’t have 
lone or the 1772 on your old drive is faulty) then order a Type 2, 
Hoth types are available in either kit form or ready assembled. 
|For the kit you will need screwdriver, soldering iron, solder and a reasonable level ‘of soldering sls. All you need or the 
issembled version is a screwdriver, Full iting insrctions ate 
ven and the only oter thing you need is a Randard PC type 
sc dive from your local supplier lest sbaut £20 0 £25) 

if you have any doubts about which type of interface you need, 
lor any questions about the drive fiting in general, then please ve the FORMAT hatin a ring on 01482-41572 and they wil 

pleased to help you. 

Internal Disc Interface Type 1 £19.95 | £29.95 
witout 1772) 
Internal Disc Interface Type 2 £34.95 | £44.95 
ncuding 172), 

INTERFACES 
‘The inerfaces work with both the SAM élite and the SAM Coupe loss otherwise tated 
SAM MOUSE SYSTEM] nertace, High Quality Mouse 

and the Software to drive it. The interface plugs into the 
‘mouse port on the back of SAM 40 you don't need a 
spare expansion socket. More and more software now 
works better ifyou usea mouse. Only £39,95 
Sat PRINTER INTERFACE] The SPI (Coupé only) allows 
connection to any standard parallel printer. Allows 
standard LPRINT, LLIST & DUMP commands to work 
‘on compatible printers. Plugs straight into the expansion 
port Requires BHC type 26 way ribbon printer cable 
eee below), Only £24.95 
xour Allows two interfaces to be connected to 

"AMS expansion port at same time. Only £19,95 

The eXternal Disc Interface. Allows external 31" 
‘or 51" drive to be connected to SAM Coupé. Also 
includes Parallel Printer Interface. Only £44.95 

\VAILABLE: Printer Cable - £7.95, SCART Cable - 
Bia Retain Keyboard £14.95, Replacement 
Power Supply - please ring, Plus spare parts service - tell 
us what you want and we will give you a price. 

[Oxdeing: Wve your order clearly, ste your name; Wl lddress and phone number and pose please que jar ROU? ror tye ep to speed ore ‘Uc Postal Ors shold be mace 
ay also pay using FORMAT foreign exchange scheme sae hackle Pees ince Uk pap Ores customers please write fora quate Prices valid for 50 days rom dae of publication 4 OL. 

Send Your Orders To:= 
West Coast Mail Order, 

pajale to TORAT PUBLICATIONS: Ovenemsestenne|_c/0 Format Publications, 
34, Bourton Road, 
Gloucester, 
GL4 OLE, 

West 
Coast 
Computers 

Although it works, and is reproduced 
here, Roy was dissatisfied, and tried to 

increase the speed by putting each 
biomorph into a subroutine of its own. 
‘This gives a useful gain in speed, but still 
cannot compete with SAM’s reported 25 
min, It’s pretty obvious what has to be 
done, but this further revised version, of 
course, takes up so much more room, 
since the subroutines are now separated 
that I've had to leave printing it for now, 
otherwise everyone's going to be bored to 
tears. If anyone is desperate, let me know 
and I will send a copy. Here’s the original 
Burford adaptation; get typing. 

1 REM Vol.11 No5. Format. Jan 
uary 1998. Short Spot. pp7. 
biomorph Ettrick Thomson. 

2 REM Revised on ZX Spectrum+ 
128K by B.C.R.Burford 0203 

98. 
3 REM Rang: b2,1.6 b3,2. 

25 b4,1.8 b5,1.7 
4 REM Constant: b2,0.6 3,0. 

7 b4,0,8 bS,0.8 . 
5 KEM Above recommended but t 

ry other values for constan 
t. Running time about 2h on 
2x, 

20 PRINT “To select biomorph"' 
"2 or 3 or 4 or 5"!enter t 
he appropriate number" 

30 INPUT "biomorph number: ";n 
if "maximum range: ";max,"co 
netant: "jor 

35 IF nic2 OR ni>S THEN GOTO 3 
0 

40 PAUSE 20 
70 CLs 
75 PRINT #0; AT 1,5;"Biomorph 

“pnig"/";max;"/";or 
80 LET demax/87: LET r0=-max 
90 FOR x=42 TO 214 

100 LET r0-r0+d: LET i0=-max 
110 FOR TO 87 
120 LET rer0: LET r2er¢r 
130 LET 40=40+d: LET isi0: LET 

ideied 
140 FOR n=l TO 10 
150 IF ni-1e1 THEN LET ie2eréi: 

Goro 160 
IF ni-1=2 THEN LET isi*(3*r 
2-412): Goro 160 
IF ni-103 THEN Ler ind*reis (2-42): GoTo 160 

153 IF ni-1e4 THEN LET iai* (Ser 
2er2-10*r2#i2412*12) 

160 IF ni-1el THEN LET rer2-i2+ 
er: GOTO 170 

161 IF ni-1=2 THEN LET rert(r2- 
3*412)+cer: GOTO 170 

162 IF ni-1=3 THEN LET rer2*r2- 
6*r2*i2+i2*i2+cr: GOTO 170 

163 IF ni-1=4 THEN LET rer*(r2* 
£2-10#r2#*12+5*12#42) +or 

170 LET r2er¢r: LET i2=i*i: LET 
c=n/1.7 

180 IF r2+i2>100 THEN LET n=10 
190 NEXT n 
200 IF ABS r<10 OR ABS ic10 THE 

N PLOT PEN c/x,y: PLOT PEN 
cx, 174-y 

210 NEXT y 
220 NEXT x 
230 PRINT #0; AT 0,0;"Any key E 

xite:" 
240 PAUSE 0 
250 STOP 

151 

152 

Once again, Roy, many thanks for your 
valued contribution: there's a little 
program left on curves for another time, 
with further Burfordtips on some of the 
odd things that happen during 
conversion, colour clashes, and all the 
other ‘bits and pieces his wealth of 
experience gives us. Bless you. 

This column gets typed in the queerest 
places, To give you an idea, this morning, 
I attended a church service, in Welsh, 
first, before continuing with Short Spot. 
Now, you remember last month, we 
featured some of George Siougas’ fine 
work with a Spectrum running various 
versions of BetaDOS, together with one 
of the issues of Dr Andy Wright’s Beta 
Basic, Regrettably, tokenisation differs 
from SAM, and many of the Beta Basic 
keywords are not at first obvious, so if 
you are not immediately at my elbow, 



you find yourself wondering just what the 
shambles on your screen might 
represent. Well, Bob; I've solved the 
problem, You've no need to read any 
Beta Basic discs this time, and there's no 
need to guess what language you have on 
your screen! It’s Welsh! Diolch y fawr 
iawn! (Nicole says she would have 
preferred French, but it’s just tough)! 
Enough of this, Here's a little fix, all 

the way from George Siougas, in Trikala, 
Greece (again, bless him), for Campion 
for those who use BetaDOS and extended 
directory formats, Campion uses the 
following disc commands (all handled 
from machine code): LOAD, SAVE, 
VERIFY, ERASE, INDEX (it CATs its 
own files) and RENAME, “They all work 
perfectly, believe me,” says George, 
“Bxcept INDEX and RENAME, which are 
supposed to search the directory for 
CAMPION files, using CC 63 repeatedly. 
In reality, what happens is that they 
stop, when the 4th track is reached. We 
can fix this simply; just POKE 50477,t, 
where t is the track number of the 
directory on the dise we are using, The 
easiest way to do this is to add the 
following lines to the Campion Basic 
loader:- 

10 DEF FN o(x)=USR 8 

20 LET t#FN 6(124+8192): POKE 

5044,t 

Now INDEX and RENAME will search 
the whole directory, and not just a small 
section of it. 

Finally, from George, we have some 
tips about Beta Basic 3.0+D and 4.0+D 
(DISCIPLE and PLUS D versions of Beta 
Basic 3,0 and 4,0), The exact issues of 
your program can be found at address 
47272, after the program has been 
loaded. So PEEK 47272 should be 52 for 
3.0+D and 7 for 4.0+D. These are the 
latest issues, Although these issues are 
almost bug-free, there is an improvement 

recommended by Dr. Andy Wright 
himself, He recommends as follows. 
“Using SPLIT when the line being edited 
contains numbers to the left of the ‘<>’ 
gives unexpected results, due to one of 
my modifications to cope with the habit 
of the DISCIPLE (and the PLUS D) of 
stripping the invisible forms of the 
numbers from Beta Basic statements, 
POKE 58539,89 will get rid of this 
problem, though the action of SPLIT is 
now slightly altered from the description 
given in the manual. When the first part 
of the split line has been entered, your 
cursor will be left at the start of a line 
which has no line number, rather than 
the same number that the first part has. 
In some ways, this might be better than 
the original system, and users of 

non-DISCiPLE version of Beta Basic 
might like to use this POKE as well. 
Another problem George discovered is 

about LLISTing a Beta Basic program, 
and this information might be of use to 
Bob, when he’s got Beta Basic programs 
to convert (not many, fortunately for 
him!). The new commands (tokens) can’t 
be printed correctly, because the PLUS 
D's printer interface can't expand them 
and therefore prints them out like UDG 
graphics, George messed about with it a 
lot before he found that the solution is, in 
fact, ludicrously simple. Add at the start 
of line 2 of Beta Basic’s loader program 
(ie. before RANDOMIZE USR 58419), 
the command POKE @11,1. So the line 
now looks like:- 

2 POKE @11,1: CLEAR rt: .... 

What this extra command does is to 
disable the PLUS D's printer interface. 
Now Beta Basic’s printer interface takes 
control, and it LLISTS correctly. 
Whoopee!!! 
However, if you try and be clever and 

first load Beta Basic and then POKE 
@11,1, it doesn’t work unless you also 
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re-initialise Beta Basic _with 
RANDOMIZE USR 58419 again. Why? 
When G(+)DOS or BETADOS is loaded, 

address @11 contains 0, which means 
that the printer interface of the 
DISCIPLE or PLUS D is enabled. In this 
case, the PLUS D overwrites the 
channels area many times a second. If 
you load Beta Basic now, it initialises 
itself by the RANDOMIZE USR 58419 
command of line 2 of its loader program. 
During initialisation, Beta Basic tries to 
overwrite the channels area, go as to take 
printing control: indeed, it succeeds; but 
for only a fraction of a second: the PLUS 
D overwrites the area immediately after! 
POKEing @11,1 now doesn’t help as it 
just stops PLUS D's overwriting. You 
have to re-initialise Beta Basic in order 
to overwrite the area permanently with 
‘its own data. 

Of course, once you've done this, 
printing is now controlled by Beta Basic, 
and you can now POKE @5, @6, @7, @8, 
@9 and @10 until you're blue in the face, 
with absolutely no effect at all! “But how 

can I send control codes to the printer,” 
you might well ask, Well, George tells me 
that he thinks Beta Basic is quite clever 
in this respect. It lets you send text, most 

control codes (see below, about address 
60921) and listings to the printer without 
POKEing anything. There is no problem, 
like having to POKE @6 with a PLUS D; 
you simply:- 
LPRINT “Hello”: LPRINT CHR$ 27; 

CHR$108; CHR$ 8: LLIST 

and everything is handled perfectly by 
Beta Basic, Thus the line above will send 
control codes to give a left margin of 8 
characters (like POKE @9,8 when using 
the PLUS D interface). George expresses 
surprise about this, but when Andy 
Wright wrote Beta Basic, long ago, he 
had a Discovery drive interface and this 
was the way it was handled by that even 
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longer ago: it depended whether you'd 
opened a stream to the one channel 
(when data was interpreted into tokens), 
or to the other (when what you sent was 
what the printer got)! I suspect Andy 
thought it was neatly handled: certainly I 
did. It avoided all this messing about. 
George also mentioned another useful tip 
which I had long since forgotten: you can 
change the characters per line output 
(like POKE @5) merely by POKEing 
address 57500 with the desired value. 
The first line may now be the wrong 
length unless you also POKE 57545, line 
length + 1. This is the column position 
variable. You can find further interesting 
addresses to POKE in the last pages of 
the excellent Beta Basic manuals, and in 
Beta Basic newsletters (RIP), For 
example, about address 60921: “Beta 
Basic as supplied handles most control 
codes itself - for example, TAB is turned 
into a string of spaces before being sent 

to the printer, However, this could prove 
inconvenient at times, so a ‘switch’ is 
provided. The address 60921 controls 
what happens: if it is 1, control codes are 
sent to the printer; if it is 0, most control 
codes are handled by Beta Basic”. George 
finds that leaving it routinely at 0 is fine, 
as it can handle well the CHR$ 27 control 
code sequence, and most others for that 
matter. You need alter it to 1 only on 
rare, special occasions, unlike POKE @6, 
the nearest PLUS D equivalent. In the 
last pages of the Beta Basic 4.0 manual, 
some POKEs are described to make the 
program more compatible with some disc 
interfaces, including DISCiPLE. These 
were written for the normal tape/ 
microdrive version of the program. So if 
you already have the DISCiPLE/PLUS D 

version supplied by. FORMAT, don't 
POKE hoping for further compatibility - 

it just won't happen. Indeed, don't do any 



POKEs described there - they'll give you 
trouble. 
The very last tip mentioned by George 

has already been given in FORMAT - 
albeit some years ago. However, as it is 
related to the information already given 
above, and as it is very relevant, we'll 
include it. Now, the most common 
problem with games and their 
compatibility arises because they use the 
whole area of memory - even the 
channels area. POKE @11,0 before 
loading the game from tape. Now it will 
not be overwritten by the DISCiPLE 
immediately after loading (see the 
provious sections). Now you can snapshot 
an unaffected game! Of course, you will 
also have to POKE @11,1 before you load 
it from disc later, as well. If you are going 
to use this tip often, it’s perhaps a good 
idea to have, as well, a modified system 
file where @11 already contains the value 
zero, Consequently, after booting, the 

printer port is enabled. Boot, and then 
either POKE @11,1 or insert a POKE 
@11,1 command at the start of your 
autoload program. Provided you go about 
things this way, not only does the PLUS 
D not overwrite the channels area, but 
the snapshot 1 or 2 method still gives you 
the capability of dumping a screen to the 
printer, Pretty good! George cannot 

remember why the snapshot method 
works in spite of the fact we have POKEd 
@11,1, but think’s that it’s because the 
specific printing routines are in the 
PLUS D’s ROM, which mean’s the 
address is permanent. So in this case, the 
machine doesn’t bother to look for the 
address of the printing routine in the 
channels area information; it just goes for 
it direct. It therefore merely needs the 
initial enabling of the printer port. 
Many thanks, George; brilliant. 
One more comment; this time from me. 

George has taken the trouble to convert 
the material to IBM-PC format, using his 

IBM READ, In point of fact, I split this 
into two pieces, so I'd already sent the 
first bits off to Bob for last month’s issue 
before I spotted this - poor old Bob; it 
thoroughly messed up his conversion 
routines. So apologies all round; to 
George for not noticing all his hard work 
earlier, and to Bob, for giving him loads 
of hassle. 
Smack legs: I'll try harder next time. 
And now the usual appeal, While all of 

you have been in sunny climes, snoozing 
on the beaches, surrounded by empty 
wine bottles/ager cans and georgeous 
men/women (choose appropriately NO; 
DON’T CHOOSE FOR HIM/HER), I've 
been working away, trying to put a Short 

Spot together (some in Welsh Wales, and 
if you don’t behave yourselves, next time 
itll all be in Welsh!!!) and Bob's been 
putting the rest together, and Nicole's 
been patting me on the shoulder, and 
telling me I work too hard, and I'm 
starting to run out of contributions, since 
you never took your Spectrums or SAMs 
with you on holiday and I don’t think you 
even intended to take them, just 

FORMAT and Phewwww....... So once 
again, I'm beginning to get short of 
material, though in fairness, I do have a 
little. The danger mark is getting 
uncomfortably nearer and _ nearer, 
though. 
So look in your drawers; send me your 

bits and pieces! (Behave yourself, 
Nicole!!!). Please keep all your snippets 
coming to me; without them I can’t put a 
column together. 

Please send them to:- 

John Wase, 
Green Leys Cottage, 
Bishampton, 
Pershore, 
Wores, 
WR10 2LX. 

Thank you. See you all next month. 
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DEAR READER, 
It has been some time since we last 

organized a membership drive, so let’s 
start by asking you a question. 
How many people do you know who own 
a computer? 
Definitely more than one, probably at 

least six, maybe more than a dozen. 
Most of them will be PC users, a few 

will be Spectrum or SAM owners, but 
they all have one thing in common - they 
are ALL potential INDUG members. 

Several years ago, ‘when we last ran a 
membership drive, the most common 
excuse we had from members was “I don’t 
know any other Spectrum/SAM users”, 
Well, that may have been true then, but 
now that INDUG has expanded to cover 
the PC, you can not use this as an excuse 
any more! It would be so easy for you to 
just introduce at least one member. 

If you think about it, the benefits this 
would have on your user group would be 
mind blowing! - More contributions in the 
way of articles, letters, reviews, news, 
gossip, puzzles, anything that would 
tickle your fancy! - More companies 
willing to advertise with us, which means 
discounts and bargains on software and 
hardware and prices you just wouldn't 
find anywhere else... Bigger, better 
issues of both FORMAT and FORMAT 
PC... 

Have you considered that with 
Christmas looming, this would be an 
ideal gift for someone you know. Or, 
birthday, retirement, perhaps a gift for 
someone who you want to say thank you 
to, Can you just imagine how a gift as 
useful as a years subscription to INDUG 
would be appreciated. The convenience of 
having a friendly technical Hotline at 
their fingertips on those frustrating days 
when things just don’t go right! A 

choe-a-bloc magazine full of hints and 
tips they just won’t be able to put down! 
Wouldn't that make you the popular one? 

Printed opposite there is a special 
subscription form, cut it out or photocopy 
it (or ring Jenny and ask her to send you 
some more) then make sure you put your 

membership number in the ‘Introduced 
By’ space. All you then need to do is hand 
it over to your friend, relative, work 
colleague, passer by, man you meet on 
the train - in fact anyone who has a 
computer, The more leaflets you hand out 
the more new members we get and the 

botter it is for all of us, And, you will also 
benefit in more direct, tangible, ways. 

First. Each and every new member you 
introduce will earn you an extra THREE 
months’ subscription. But if you 
introduce just three new members then 
we will add a full TWELVE months’ to 
your current subscription. 

Secondly, as another direct incentive, 
every time you introduce a new member 
your name will be entered into a draw 
that will take place at the end of the 
membership drive, One lucky winner will 
get FREE LIFETIME membership of 
INDUG, and three runners up will get 
an extra years subscription. 
Every new member you introduce will 

put your name into the draw, so the more 
new members you introduce the more 
chances of winning. 

Finally of course, there is the biggest 
incentive of all. If you can help us in this 
way we can guarantee that we will 
always be here to give you help and 
support in all areas of your computing 

hobby whether it be with a Spectrum, a 
SAM or the PC, 

Our grateful thanks! 
Bob Brenchley and Jenny Bundock. 

+ Where w member in-« dual member then 2 months or 8 
months will be added, 

INDUG SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
To become a member of INDUG, the world's largest User Group devoted to users 

of PC, Spectrum and SAM computers, simply fill in this form and return it together with 
your payment to:= 

INDUG Subscriptions, 
34, Bourton Road, 

Gloucester, 

GL4 OLE, 
United Kingdom. 

Your subscription to INDUG gives you FREE access to our telephone HOTLINE 
service for all your technical problems. It also entitles you to a FREE copy of FORMAT 
and/or FORMAT PC each time they are published. Your first mailing will contain full 
details of all our services. 

Subscription Rates for 12 months are as follows:~ Single Both 
U.K. including Channel Islands et £20.00 £36.00 
Overseas (Surface Mail) £30.00 £56.00 
Overseas (Airmail. fot £40.00 —-£76,00 
Payment, in STERLING only please, should be made by cheque drawn on a UK 

bank, by EuroCheque, or in Cash (overseas customers please see our foreign exchange 
leaflet). Please make cheques payable to INDUG. 

‘Overseas customers please note, Payment mus be xen ous inthe sume envelope as this form, 

Please accept my subscription to the PC Q Spectrum & SAM Q section(s) of the 
INDUG user group. (oats eso van ann 

Forename: Surname: 

Address 

Post Code: Introduced By: 

Tick here if replying within 14 days and we will send you a bonus issue. 
a ‘Us0 this space To (ell us a lilie about what computers you have and what you use (or would like to se) your 

ter for. This helps us to plan future articles for the magazines. 



DO YOU HAVE A FRIEND WHO IS 
LOOKING FOR THE VERY BEST IN 

SAM, Spectrum 
r PC lf 

SUPPORT? 
THEN TELL THEM THEY NEED © 

ws 

NO FURTHER 

INDUG membership is just what they need. 
Go On, Do Your Friend A Favour - And Yourself, 

Tell them to enroll without delay. 

The INDEPENDENT User Group 
% FORMAT PUBLICATIONS, 34, Bourton Road, Gloucester, GL4 OLE. 

Telephone: 01452-412572. Email: FormatPub@aol.com 

““Coectrum's Tape... 
Last time we looked at some of the 

theory behind the operation of the 
Spectrum's tape system. This time I want 
finish off the theory side and then start a 

step-by-step guide to the actual ROM 
routines. 
Now, in theory, the signal SAVEd to, or 

LOADed from, tape on the Spectrum is a 
Square Wave. By that we mean that the 
signal jumps from off to on and back to 
off again without noticeable time lags 
between the off/on on/off states, 
‘Something like this:- 

On 
on 

one bw 
As you see, a set bit (1) is roughly twice 

as long a pulse as a reset bit (0). 
Now in the real world the signal 

recorded on tape is far away from being a 
square wave. Even if the ULA’s output 
was a square wave, in otherwords if it 
switched from one state to another fast 

enough, the resulting waveform on tape 
is much nearer a Sine Wave. This is due 
to the physical and — mechanical 
characteristics of the tape recorder 
including things like wow and flutter 
(caused by the tape not having a precise 
speed but rather one that flutuates over 
small periods of time) and the signal is 
also affected by the tone controls and 
even more so by the volume control. 
The Spectrum loader routine starts 

from address 1377 (0556hex) in the ROM 
and here's a completely commented 

By:- Ken Elston. 

disassembled which I have lifted from the 
irrefutable ‘The Complete Spectrum 
ROM Disassembly’ Dr Ian Logan & Dr 
Franklin O'Hara (Melbourne House, 
1983, ISBN 0 86759 117 X), a very 
valuable book for any Spectrum owner, 

I'm looking at the load routine to start 
with because I think that this is a very 
good place to start. On entry to the 
routine the Z80 registers are set as 
follows, 

IXsstart address (where to place the 
block). 
DE=block length, 

Azexpected marker (0 or 255 — see last 
months article) 
Carry Flag=SET (1) for loading, RESET 
(0) for verifying. 

On exit the registers will be set as 
follows:- 

IX=address of the last loaded byte plus 1. 

DEs=remaining bytes to load (0 if all the 
block has been loaded) 

Carry Flag=SET if load/verify was OK, 
RESET otherwise. 

Right, here is the routine:- 

1366 LD-BYTES INC D 
The routine starts adding 1 to D: this 
increases the block length by 256 bytes, 
but also resets the Z flag; this will be 

useful later for handling the first byte 
loaded (the marker), Note that if D holds 

255 at the start, this would reset the C 
Flag and set the Z flag causing an error 
later in the routine, this means that we 
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can't load blocks larger than 65279 bytes. 
EX AF,AF' 

Save the accumulator and flags for later 
use. 

DEC D 
Restore the original length 

DI 
Disable interrupts. If interrupts were left 
enabled the routine would be halted 

every 50th of a second to execute the 
interrupt routine and timings would be 
lost, 

LD A, 15 
* our (254),A 

Turn the screen border white, and turn 

the Mic signal off. 

LD HL, 1343 
PUSH HL 

This puts the address of a subroutine 
called SA/LD-RET (see later) on to the 

stack for later use. 

IN A, (254) 
Sample the EAR port, its status is held in 
bit 6 of the A register after the IN 

instruction. 

RRA 
Rotate the byte, so now the EAR port 
status is in bit 6 of the A register. 

AND %00100000 
Keep only bit 5. 

OR %00000010 
As this is the byte that will be OUTput to 
the MIC port later, this ‘OR’ operation 
turns the screen border RED by setting 
bit 1 (in effect adding 2 which is of course 

the number for RED), 

LD C,A 
Now store the byte in the C register. C 
will hold the byte to be OUTed to MIC 
port (ie, the current EAR status in bit 5 

and the border colour in the bottom 3 
bits) for the duration of the routine. 

CPA 

Reset the Z flag. 
1387 LD-BREAK RET NZ 

Stop loading if Z flag is reset; this may 
happen if the BREAK key has been 
prossed (see later), 
1388 LD-START CALL 1511 

Find the opposite edge of the one held in 

OR NC, LD-BREAK 

Jump back if an error has occurred (i.e. 
BREAK pressed or no edge found) 

LD HL,1045 

DOINZ LD-WAIT 

DEC HL 

LD A,H 

OR L 

JR NZ,LD-WAIT 

1396 LD-WAIT 

This loop causes a pause of about 1 
second, At the end H holds zero. 

CALL LD-EDGE-2 

Next, search for 2 edges. The routine has 
31475 T states to do this in, so a wave of 
at least of 220 Hz is needed to trigger, 

JR NC,LD-BREAK 

Jump back if the edges haven't been 
found. 
1408 LD-LEADER LD B,156 

Load B with the timing constant. 
CALL LD-EDGE-2 

Go look for 2 edges. 
JR NC, LD-BREAK 

Jump back if the leader is not 
continuous. 

LD A, 198 
cP B 
JR NC, LD-START 

Now check to see how long the wave is: 
the 2 edges must have been found in 
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between 6341 and 13186 T states, so the 
wave frequency must be between 530 and 
1100 Hz, 
In fact the leader is about 810 Hz, go it 

is roughly in the middle of the search 
range. 

INC # 
OR NZ,LD-LEADER 

Increase H and check for it to be 0; this 
will repeat the above process 256 times 
as H holds zero on entry, 
To leave the loop, the leader must have 

a minimum length of about 0.3 seconds. 
1423 LD-SYNC_ «LD B,201 

CALL LD-EDGE-1 

Now it’s time to look for the syne pulse. 
Load B with the timing constant and look 
for only 1 edge. 

OR NC, LD-BREAK 

‘The edge hadn't been found ~ this could 
be due to tape noise, 

LD A,B 

cP 212 

JR NC, LD-SYNC 

Check to see how far the new edge is 
from the previous one, They must be 
found in a maximum of 7757 T states, 
but only the ones found in less than 2565 
T states are good to leave the loop: this 
means that the frequency should be more 
than 1364 Hz, otherwise the edges we are 
considering are still the ones of the tone 
leader, 

CALL LD-EDGE-1 

If the first halfwave of the sync pulse 
has been found, then look for the other 
one. The available time to look for the 
second halfwave depends on the time 
spent for the search of the previous 
halfwave, 

RET NC 

If it gets to this instruction then it wants to stop loading, as the search for a sync pulse search was not successful, 
LD A,C 

XOR %00000011 
LD c,aA 

Invert the last 3 bits of the C register. 
This turns the border from CYAN to 
YELLOW or from RED to BLUE, 

LD #,0 

Initialize H with zero. This is the register 
holding the checksum. 

LD B,176 

Load B with the timing constant. 

OR LD-MARKER 

Jump forward to load the marker byte. 
1449 LD-LOOP EX AF,AF' 

Restore the register holding the expected 
marker. 

OR NZ,LD-FLAG 

Jump forward if considering the first byte 

loaded. 
OR NC, LD-VERIFY 

Jump forward if we are verifying. 
Note: If D was holding 255 at the 

beginning, the Z flag would be set and 
the Cy flag reset: this causes an error, as 
the marker would be loaded into memory 
and not compared with the one stored in 
the A register here, 

LD (1X+0),L 

We are loading, so put the byte loaded in 
memory (held in the L register). 

OR LD-NEXT 

Ok, that is where we will have to leave it 

this month as I’ve run out of space. 
All being well I'll be back next time to 

continue the walk through of the load 

routine, 
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Dear Editor, 
In answer to your questionnaire on the 

renewal notice, I enjoy FORMAT, as it 
is, a good mix. 
What would be nice is more hardware 

subjects, and what about the languages, 
Forth and Prolog for a bit of Al. I seem to 
remember a Forth version for the 280 
years ago. And, what about less holidays 
for Jenny and a ball and chain for her 
ankle, to keep her at her desk! 

Yours sincerely, William Gainford. 
Indeed there are several versions of 

Forth around (for Spectrum and SAM) 
and I have seen one version of Prolog for 
the Spectrum. We have run articles 
before but there has not been much 
interest expressed in the subject in the 
past few years, and certainly no new 
articles have been forthcoming. 

‘As to your final comments, I've scraped 
Jenny down off the ceiling, but I think 
she is in her office at the moment with a 
wax effigy and some very long pins.... Ed, 

Dear Editor, 
1 am making a sincere enquiry 

regarding the following items, Firstly the 
SAM Clock, In your latest magazine it is 
quoted that your backlog is now at six 
months behind delivery dates, yet my 
purchase was for delivery after the end of 
1997. I excepted the delays after that 
date because of the unforeseen 
production problems. I hope my SAM 
Clock arrives at least before the end of 
this year, 

Secondly, the hard drive interface and 
drive types, Because SD Software is no 
longer in business in producing the IDE 

hard drive interface, I am aware of no 
‘one else who is manufacturing the above 
items, Yet from your magazines, it is 
quoted that you are still insisting that 
these are still available! How is this 
possible? 

T have just acquired a Maplin 
catalogue, and have found out that I can 
purchase a number of hard drive types. A 
standard five and a quarter, three or 
three and a half drives, and their single, 
double or tower casings. But also the new 
read-write CD drives, the normal and the 
new half sized CD drive units, 

‘A question. If you know of anyone who 
is still producing the IDE interfaces, is it 
not also possible to produce the 
alternative (to the IDE) interface instead, 
so that ‘we’ SAM customers can utilise 
the more standard CD drive or 
Winchester type hard drives, 
From the above it would therefore be 

possible for me to put all my copyable 
Spectrum software onto one hard drive 
and also utilise another for normal SAM 
only software. Thereby saving on the 
expense of buying for too many standard 
discs. Especially as they are prone to 
become faulty over time, and what seems 
to be happening is their possible demise, 
My membership is up for renewal, 

therefore please could you tell me what 
the actual cost is for one or more years 
membership. 

If there is hope of seeing a new SAM on 
the market, my ideal SAM would be: 4 
8-Bit SAM processors, memory 
management, graphics, sound, and 
finally interfacing management, This 
would give extra speed and compatibility 
with PCs via an older type PC board 
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add-on, 
Graphics, as before, but with two more 

screens, True PC type word-processor 
screen and PC type hi-res screen, 
Sound, as before, but probably with 

more sound channels (max 64). 
Interfacing (add-ons), as before, but 

also for a PC type drawing (CAD) board, 
a modem, TV access to teletext and or the 
other TV text channel. Multi-play/role 
cable access to other users, i.e, similar to 
those PC (modem) and Sega Playstation 
multi-tap unit access interfacing. 

‘The memory management system for 
faster and or independent or joint control 
of RAM, ROM, Basic, MasterBasic, DOS, 
MasterDos, interfacing and graphic 
management and sound management 
(including MIDI), 
Such a PC would in my view be a better 

option than purchasing a PC (with its 
many start-up setting-up of memory 
configurations, to overcome its software/ 
hardware compatibility problems). 
A new SAM would be easier to use, 

since there is no software or hardware 
incompatibility problems (the messenger 
is ideal to convert Spectrum software to 
SAM drive software format). There being 
no other problems, the ROM/Basic etc 
can be independently upgraded when and 
ifnecessary via a new hard drive disc. 
And finally, given that the new SAM 

has four 8-Bit processors, how about an 
8-Bit Commodore Vic 20/C64 or C16/+4 
with ROM maps on soft disc (loadable 
onto SAM hard drive. 
Thanks for your continued support for 

us SAM users, 

Yours sincerely, C.Roads. 
Ok, from the start, Clocks are being 

built but I’m still trying to catch up, I'm 
just not getting the time I need to sit 
down and assemble them. As I’ve said 
before, mistakes in the boards mean that 
the job is not an easy one, 
SD’s hard drive interface is still going 

to be available, although there is a new 

batch of boards on order. The IDE 
interface works with almost any IDE hard drive (54", 314” oy 24") although 
the 214” will need a special cable which you would have to get from a PC 
supplier. In theory it would also be 
possible to connect a CD drive but it 
would need some special driver software written - and apart from things like 
clip-art CDs there would be little value in 
connecting a CD to SAM at the moment. 

T'm not sure what you mean by “more 
standard CD drive or Winchester type 
hard drives”. The only alternative to the 
IDE standard is the SCSI system, but 
this requires much more hardware 
control and as the drives are more 
expensive than IDE it is a non-starter. 
On the subject of renewing, you will 

remember that we do send out renewal 
notices with the final two issues of your 
membership. Ed, 
Dear Editor, 

I want to order a new power supply for 
SAM Coupé. The one I have has burned 
parts and doesn’t work anymore. So I 
want to know how much money I have to 
send you to get a new one, 

Yours sincerely, S.Kempees 
(Netherlands). 

See answer to next letter. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 

The PSU used with my SAM has failed 
(+12 volt supply no output). 

1. Can you supply a circuit diagram or 
other circuit details? There is no circuit 
information in the SAM Technical 
Manual (V3.1). 

2. Are you able to sell me a new or 
working PSU for the SAM? Please advise 
price including post and packing. 

3. Please advise if you are prepared to 
repair the PSU and the approximate cost. 
I realise the actual cost cannot be 
determined until you view the PSU, but 
in normal circumstances this should 
(rarely) exceed half the cost of a new 
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item. 
Finally, I have checked the SAM +12V 

rail for ‘shorts’ and seems to be ok. I am 
aware of the hazards from the 240v 
mains when checking the PSU with the 

cover removed! 

Yours sincerely, Arthur Telling. 

Right, I'll answer both letters about 
SAM PSUs in one go. 
PSUs are available on an exchange 

basis at £24.95 including UK postage and 
packing (add £3 overseas). Just send the 
old one back with a cheque, and we will 
get a replacement tq you as soon as 

possible. 
‘The most common problem with SAM 

PSUs is that the 12v side goes down. 
Usually resulting in a blank screen on a 
TV, while connecting to a monitor gives a 
good picture. If you have a multi-meter 
then testing the 12v is easy enough (see 
the manual for pin-outs on the power 
plug). If you find there is no 12v output 
then the most likely cause is that the 12v 
zener diode on the main power board (I 
think it is marked D4 on the board) has 
blown. Anyone with a little soldering 
experience should be able to replace it, 

T'm sorry to say that I've never seen a 
proper circuit diagram for the power 
supply - anyone fancy drawing one up for 
publication? Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
Ihave been reading the letters about a 

modem for the SAM with interest, as for 
years I have had a Maplin kit for a 
Spectrum modem lying around. I'm 
afraid that some of the parts are missing, 
but all the IC’s are there. I think that the 
only things missing are the edge 
connector and the resistors. It comes with 
full instructions and part list, and runs at 
2400 baud. Do you think it could be 
converted to the SAM? Does the SAM 
have a 8 bit ASCII like character system 
(I don’t have a SAM so I can't try 
anything). I will try and email you the 
instructions and part list if you want 

them, and if that doesn’t work I will try 
snail mail (If you want them). 

Yours sincerely, Peter Allen, 

I have seen the Maplin modem 
running, but by today’s standards its 
very slow, The problem, as always, is 
software. You would need to write your 
‘own control software. Ok, this would 
really mean altering the Spectrum 
version to allow for changed addresses 
and ports, but it could be a bit of a job, 
Ed. 

Dear Editor, 

After nearly 18 months in the process 
we have finally sold up and moved house! 
The new address is above for future 
issues (lots of them please)! I've not been 
able to spend much time on SAM over the 
past year with all the trouble, but that 
should change now. : 

I finally managed to get to a Gloucester 
Show last time, although I didn’t get 
there ‘till about one (a bit of a last minute 
decision), I found the discussion very 
interesting, and the update in the latest 
FORMAT, 1 am a machine code 
programmer and I would be willing to 
help in the debugging/redevelopment of 
the SAM ROM and DOS (and HDOS?) 
Please let me have more details of what 
needs to be done. 

Did I read that you were temporarily 
taking over the running of FRED 
Publishing? After issue 80 I subscribed 
for a further 12 months and at the same 
time took advantage of a special offer to 
order 4 or 5 games. I haven't received any 
of the games nor any issues of FRED past 
80. With all the problems of the move I 
never got round to doing anything about 
it, but it's about time I did! Looking back 
at bank statements I can confirm that 
the cheque was cashed. 
‘Anyway, I look forward to hearing 

more about the project. 

Yours sincerely David Laundon. 
Would love to have you on the 
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ROM/DOS team David. I will give you a 
ring one evening soon, so we can have a 
chat. 

No, we have not taken on FRED, but 
there continues to be a delay in getting 
things settled with those that are going 
to run things. Hopefully there will be 
more news soon. In the meantime write 
to Darren Wileman as, for the moment, 
he is still responsible. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
I have just received my copy of 

FORMAT and am sending you my 
renewal notice for a 2 year period. As 
usual when I receive my copy, I'm very 
happy to see what is inside. (and do find 
food for my Spectrum!). 

1 first got my Spectrum (48K+) in 
1983, and always use it. I love it because 
it is a ‘real’ computer, that is easy to 
understand and does just what is 
necessary, no more. But the Spectrum 
can do many things! 
Other advantages are, very low electric 

use and, also, the Spectrum is small, 
light and beautiful: my dream must be a 
portable Spectrum with colour LCD 
screen: If this comes one day, sure, I will 
buy it!! (not a PC with emulator though, 
the spirit is not the same). 
Something else now. I would like to 

know why I received my copy of 
FORMAT from Copenhagen (yes!!) with 
a delay of 2 months later? It is now July 
and the last FORMAT I received was the 
May issue! I think that there is a big bug 
here! I will be glad to receive my copy at 
the time! (I always ask on my renewal for 
the airmail service). You will soon receive 
my subscription fee via the Post Office. 
What I would like to see covered in a 

future issue of FORMAT is an article 
speaking clearly of sectors and tracks, 
and how to create, load and modify data 
on tracl/sector of my choice. I don't know 
exactly how to use the drive and the 
PLUS D to load and save data, except 
with using arrays. 

PA} 

All my congratulations to ev: k erybod working at the magazine! See you soon! 
Yours sincerely, Dominique 

Charbonnnier, (France). 
Nice to hear your thoughts on the 

Spectrum Dominique, I'm sure they are 
shared by many of our readers, 

As you will know from my editorials, 
we are behind with issues at the moment, 
so your last issue was not stuck in the 
post for two months. For overseas mail 
we now use a mailing company that posts 
some items from main-land Europe, 
Belgium and Denmark seem to be their 
favoured countries, but other post gets 
sent from within the country it is 
destined for. We use this service because 
it is both cheaper than Royal Mail 
International, and so far it is proving 
faster, But we will keep it under close 
review. 
By the way, it is not a good idea to use 

the giro system at the post office to send 
us money. Because the cheque arrives in 
a different envelope it often causes delays 
as we try to match up the payment with 
your renewal, From France it would be 
easier for you to use the Foreign 
Currency Payment Scheme, details of 
which we send out about twice a year. 
Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
I have usually found the content of 

FORMAT to be interesting and 
instructive so as I am expecting delivery 
of a new PC very shortly I would like to 
transfer my subscription to FORMAT PC. 

I have enjoyed my SAM, and before 
that a Spectrum for many years, 
especially writing my own programs, but 
recently have been using the machine 
less and less. I shan’t be doing away with 
old Sammy though, oh no! He will be 
stored, carefully, ready to come out to do 
service whenever the programming muse 
strikes, or when I get bored with 
Windows and Net surfing. 

P.S. I just realised there is a SAM 



emulator available now for the PC - is 

this on the Internet? 

Yours sincerely, John McCabe. 

Allan Skillman’s excellent SIMCoupé 
can be downloaded from the web using 
the following address:- 
httpv/vww.hep.ucl.ac.uk/~ajs/simeoupe/si 
meoupe_dos.html 
If anyone wants a copy and does not have 
internet access then send me a formatted 

dise and a stamped addressed envelope 
and I'll send you a copy. 

Allan values any.feedback on things 
that work/do not work so that he can 
carry development forward. Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

Tam enclosing my payment for another 
years subscription. I thought I would 
take this opportunity to add my thoughts 
to the development of the SAM computer. 
Thave listed the items I should like to see 
become available or added to the system. 
‘They are not in any particular order of 
preference, 
Improved graphics with dedicated 

graphic memory Scan doubler to allow 
the use of a VGA/SVAG monitor - 
Interface/Dos to allow the use of HD (1.44 
meg) floppy - A hard drive system which 
works reliably - An improved user 
manual - Modem - A redesigned case to 
allow the extra interfaces to be contained 
internally, preferably with; an external 
keyboard. 
If I can be of any help to you on any of 

these, or other projects please contact me. 
I have had a SAM since they were first 
available and have used Spectrum's since 
1984. I have also worked in an electronic 
environment for around 30 years now 
and could possibly help you there also. 

Yours sincerely, Geoff Bridges. 
Thank you very much for your input 

Geoff, I would love to talk to you about 
any help with electronics you feel may be 
able to give. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
‘As you know, the date for the NSSS 

has changed (again!!) to November 28th. 
Thave been told this is to avoid it being 

too close to the All Formats Fair, Is this 
true and when is your show? 

‘Also, how do you feel having just 
printed details of ‘September’ show in 
FORMAT and now being left looking 
stupid through no fault of your own? Do 
you feel this is down to bad organization? 
Do you think Spectrum and SAM fans 
will eventually get so fed up of this 
chopping and changing that they might 
abandon the show? Will the Bolton 
location make a difference to attendance? 

Also, what is your website address (so 1 
can add a link from my site). 

Yours sincerely J.A.Waddington. 
To be honest I don’t know what is 

happening on the NSSS front. Our show 
is still set for the 17th October and we 
hope to see lots of people in Gloucester 
for that. 
As yet we have not set up a web site, it 

will happen one day, but I just don’t have 
the time for now. Ee 

Dear Editor, 
Is there going to be another issue of the 

Spectrum & Sam Resource Directory this 
year. If so could you make sure that there 
are a few repair companies in it that will 
handle Spectrum repairs. 

Yours sincerely, Martin Hall. 

If we can find some, certainly. A new 
directory will be done soon, but we can’t 
commit to exact dates yet. If anyone 
knows someone who should be included 
then let us know as soon as possible. Ed. 

“Tellers may be shortened or edited to 
fit on these pages although we try to edit 
as little as possible. 

YOUR letors page 80 K i up to you 10 fi wth 
things, Come on, ot wing, any subject ever 

remot releled to computers, Jus hep Blogs a8 short 0s ou 
an ao we can fit in as many 98 possible each month. Please 
‘aitoclonrty oF type your liters, Send them to the address on 
age 3.0 ax ther to us on 01452 380880. 
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Z80 One Man's 
V3.05 

For the PC, the latest Spectrum 

emulator (Z80 version 3.05) is better than 
ever, finally we have a Spectrum that is 
better than the Spectrum! 
Now we can have a Spectrum with a 

huge hard drive, monitor quality display, 
good quality keyboard, DISCiPLE/PLUS 
D, Multiface 128, variable speeds for 
programs (so that you can speed up slow 
graphic programs or slow down games 
that are too fast to play), mouse and 
joy-stick, fantastic! 

‘Try getting all these with a regular 
Spectrum, In my opinion the TV display 
from a 48K Spectrum was terrible, what 
with the ‘dot-crawl’ and the wondering 
tuning. Remember the relief we felt when 
the 128 appeared with a much better 
display? Well, the Cub monitor had a 
much better display even-at that time, I 
bet quite a lot of user's eye sight were 
ruined by these TV displays—mine was 
anyway, 
The latest version of Z80 has removed 

one bug which had plagued version 3.04, 
which refused to load in DOS mode on 
my Pentium 166 MMX, even though the 
emulator was working fine under 
Windows 95. This was not good enough 
since the program does not support tape 
handling under Windows, and also 
DISCiPLE emulation is quite 
unsatisfactory — formatting the disc is 
not possible, for example, The strange 
matter was that 3.04 did run fine under 
DOS on another Pentium 60 without 
MMX. (So the culprit was probably the 

Experience 
By:- P.A.Basheer. 

MMX). 
Version 3.04 had another serious bug 

when it came to DISCIPLE or PLUS D 
emulation, Snapshots made by 
DISCIPLE emulator to the 3.5 floppy 
would appear to save normally. So after 
15 or 16 snaps, the disc would be full. 
Suppose you have made 10 snapshots on 
to the disc. If you try to load a snap from 
the floppy disc, only the latest snapshot 
would load and work. All the other 
snapshots (1-9) would appear to load, and 
then crash. This was due to a bug which 
caused the earlier snapshots to be 
trashed while the latest snapshot was 
being written to the disc. This bug has 
now been eliminated and all the 
snapshots on a floppy reload and run 
normally, The DISCiPLE/PLUS D 
emulation still remains the weakest part 
of the emulator. It still takes ages to 
format a floppy disc, or to save and load 
files and snapshots to it. However, the 
overall impression regarding the 
emulator is very good, since the author 
has made a lot of small modifications to 
the previous version, mostly cosmetic but 
some very useful. These modifications are 
too numerous to mention here. 

Is this the last version of the emulator? 
T believe that they are still working on a 
new version which would add more bells 
and whistles, In that case, I wish that Mr 
Gerton Lunter (the Dutch author of the 

program) would consider adding 
emulation for UniDos to the list. Also, a 
compiler program to produce stand alone 
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exe files for the PC would be terrific, This, 
would mean that you can program in 
Spectrum or Beta Basic, and then 

compile it and use it as an MS-DOS 
program! Who would need other 
languages then! 

T have come across such a program, by 
the way. It is part of another Spectrum 
emulator for the PC, called Warajevo 
Simulator, produced by @ couple of kids 
from Bosnia. The emulator is no match to 
Lunter’s 280, but is compatible with the 
.280 files of 280 (version 2.x) and would 
produce stand alone exe files from the 
Spectrum programs, This means that the 
emulator is not required to run the 
compiled programs. 
Now all Gerton Lunter has to do is 

either come up with a similar program or 
buy out these guys! 

This program is Shareware and is 
registered in UK by Brian Gaff of 

FORMA 

We are pleased to be able to offer readers 
lan official, West Coast approved, repair 
service for SAM Coupé and SAM élite 
computers and add-ons. 
IPRICING Because every fault is different we cant 
lguaraniee a fixed rate, When we receive your machine 
it will be tested and, if itis going to cost more than £35 
for the repair then we will contaet you for authority to 
continue 
Pack your machine well (we will use your packing for| 
its return), Please phone us on 014S2-412572. for 
ladvice on dispatch (we can even arrange UK. Mainland 
collection and overnight delivery for an extra £12,95) 
In many cases we can also give an estimate over the 
Iphone, All repairs returned by overnight carrier so tell 
lus which days there will be someone in to sign for the 
parcel. Please quote your INDUG membership number 
land give a evening contact phone number. 
Send your machine to: 

Format (SAM Repairs), 
34, Bourton Ra, Gloucester, GL OLE, 

B,G.Services. Give him a call or send him 
an SAE for details. Since Brian's 
eye-sight is sufficiently bad that he is a 
registered blind person, please write or 
print legibly in large block letters, Write 
to: 

Brian Gaff (B.G.Services), 
64 Roebuck Road, 
Chessington, 
Surrey, 
KT9 1X. 
‘Tel: 081-297-4180. 

T rate this software 9/10. 

For Sale Spectrum hardware and software. also 
by and sell computer magazines, old and new. 
Write for more information to Jonathan Marsh, 
20, Camp Mount, Pontefract, West Yorkshire, 
WF8 4BY, 

For Sale Spectrum software, all originals, Games 
and serious software - Jet Set Willy, Manic Miner, 
Apocalypse, Hulk, ‘Thunderbirds, Colossal 
Adventure, Man Utd, Europe and lots more, Also 
+43 Disc software, books, magazines. Send SAE for 
huge list. Alan Cresswell, 18 West Street, 
Geddington, Northants, NN14 IBD. 
For Sale Sound FX Classic 3000 Wave-Table 
16-bit Sound Card, SB-compatible, 24-note 
polyphonic General MIDI module plus Roland 
MT92 & Ad Lib, CD and full 16-bit ‘“wav' audio. 
Boxed with all leads, manual, drivers & some 
software. Requires 386 or above, at least 4MB 
RAM, Windows 3.1 only. £30.00 ono + p&p. All 
enquiries, please contact Matthew Compton - 
‘TeVFax, 0161-9763628; E-mail; Matthew.compton 
@which.net. 

YOUR ADVERTS 
Selling, Buying, Pen Friends, ete. 

‘Any PRIVATE advert, subject to acceptance, will be 
lanue. Any software sold 

3¢ note: Adverts now run in both FORMAT and 
FORMAT PC to give you twice the market. 
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SAM Coupé Software On 3%" Disc 
PCG's DIP PACK, The famous package including 
\WordMaster, TypeLiner & Headliner. Complete on isc 
for SAM, Includes 2 extra font packs bringing the total 
value to £53.40, 
Order Code: SCD-04 Price: £24.95 

COLOUR DUMP, Screen dump software to work with 
Epson compatible colour printers, RRP £12.95 
Order Code: SCD-05 Price: £7.95 

MasterDOS The advanced Disc Operating System for 
‘SAM. Includes random access files, sub-directories. and 
lots more, 
Order Code: SCD-31 Price: £15.95. 

MasterBASIC Extended Basic for SAM, works with either 
MasterDOS or SAMDOS. 
Order Code: SCD-32 Price: £15.95 
Order Both MasterDOS & BASIC Together and 

SAVE £5. 

SAM + Spactrum versions on one disc (5%or3% 
FONT LIBRARY, 100 screen fonts plus support software, 
@asy 10 Use on either computer. (Special 3° disc available = 
‘Spectrum files only), RRP £8.95 
Order Code: SSD-01 Price: £5.95 
MONEY MANAGER, Advanced porsonal budgeting 
‘system for both machines, Spectrum version needs 
128K/+2 (not +2a or +3), RRP £15.95. 
Order Code: SSD-02 Price; £9.95 

IM Si Unless otherwise incicated these are DISCIPLE/PLUS OD 
‘programs, Pleaso state 34" or $14" disc (BO tack only) on order, 
ARTIST 2 The best art package ever written for the 
‘Spectrum. 48K and 128K versions on the same disc. With 
page-maker and utlty software. Full manual, RRP £19.95, 
Order Code: SPD-01 Price: £12.95 
UTILITY DISC #1, Six of the best and most useful disc 
utltes for DISCIPLE or PLUS D. Added bonus program - 
‘otto be missed. RRP £9.95 

packs bringing the total pack valve to £53.40, 
Order Code: SPD-04 Price: £24.95 
+3 Version: SPD-04C Price: £29.95 

3%4* DS/DD BLANK DISCS 
Good quality 80 track DS/DD 3% inch disc, suitable for 
DISCIPLE, PLUS D and SAM. Sold in packs of ten with 
labels. (Overseas customers please add £1.50 postage 
‘ot 10% as on other items.) 
Order Code: DSDD10 Price: £3.75 

READERS SERVICES 
FORMAT BACK.ISSUES 

Volumes 1, 2 and 3 are now out of print. Volumes 4,5,6,7 

and volume 8 are available as complete volumes. Order 
by giving the Volume N® (i. V8), 

Price: £14.00 per volume, 
All issues, from Volume 8 N° 1 (September 1994) to tho 
latest issue, are available separately. To order just quote 
the Volume and tssue N°, 

Price: £1.75 each, (5 or more £1.50 per copy). 

HARDWARE 
DUC LEAD For use with DISCIPLE or PLUS . This 
‘Dualing Up Cable’ alows two disc drives to be attached 
without the need for opening one drive to alter is ID, 
‘Alows you to switch drives to even out wear wihout 
‘opening cases. RRP £16.95 
Order Code: DUC-01 Price: £11.95 
PRINTER LEAD, Top qualty parallel printer lead (BBC 
standard). 1% metres long (approx). For use with 
DISCIPLE, PLUS D or SAM. RRP £10.95 
Order Code: PPL-01 Price: £7.95 
3. PRINTER LEAD, For #3 07 #20, RRP £12.95 
Order Code: PPL-02 Price: £9.95 

IK ve 
‘The real insid info on SAM, No SAM is completo without 
‘one, RRP £1695 
Order Code: STM-01 Price: £1 

SAM_CLOCK 
The SAM_CLOCK is fully compatible with the TIME and 
DATE functions of MasterDOS and has an integral battery 
‘that Keeps the board functioning when your SAM is 
‘switched off. The board fits onto the expansion connector 
at the back of SAM but comes with a built-in 
through-connector so you don't need @ Two-Up to use It in 
conjunction with another interface. R.R.P. £29.95 

Order Code: SCH-01 Price: £24.95 

ORDERING Al prices Incude UK BBP, overse 
dd 10% to for extra postage, 
Clearly state Order Code, Product descnption. Quantity required 
find Price, Remember to add ary postage and don’ forget your 
‘Membership Number or we cant process your order, Payment in 
‘STERLING by Cheque (drawn on a UK bank), P.O. Euro Cheque 
F Cash, Make cheques payable to FORMAT. Paymant MUST 
bein same.envolgpe.as order, Send to FORMAT's address on 
page 3. Normal dispatch is at the same time @s your next issue 
‘of FORMAT. We wil nol be held liable for delays or non-delivery 
{due (0 circumstances beyond our contro, 

ploase 
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SOPHISTRY 
One of the BEST licenced games on SAM. 

Originally produced for the Spectrum by CRL, 
‘and now brilliantly converted for SAM, 
Sophistry is a game that is big, perplexing, 
colourful, frustrating, musical, bouncy, and 
above all DIFFERENT (and it even has the 
Spectrum version built in so you can take a trip 
down memory lane), 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG 
Tet 

Written by industry mega-star Matt Round - A 
game packed with+ humour, colour®, 
soundé” and above all ACTION! 
Loosely based on Bomb Jack (the game SAM 

‘owners have most requested over the years). As 
well as the normal one player game, TT has 
gone one better by giving you TWO player 
action - competing against each other, in full 
glorious technicolour - at the same time. It even 
has @ novel feature in a SAM game - a High 
Score Table, how many others have that? 
Avoid the meanies, collect the bonus points, 

Jump, Hover, Fly - what more do you want???, 
29-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

embers) 

TIO! 

ELITE 
The legendry game at last available on SAM disc, 

Using the code of the Spectrum version, long 
thought the best after the original BBC version, 

this game Is a must for everyone who loves 
action and adventure. Full manuals, story book 

and packaging, 
£14-95 (£11-95 to INDUG members) 

GRUBBING FOR GOLD 
GRUBBING FOR GOLD ~ the most 

advanced, the most playable, the most 
enjoyable quiz game since the legendary Quiz 
Ball. They said it could not be done - they said 
bringing a TV quiz show to SAM would not 
work, Well let them eat their hearts out because 
YOU GOT IT. 
Hundreds of questions, on a wide variety of 

subjects at levels to suit most people, it includes 
‘a question editor so you can create your own 
sets of questions. This is the game you can 
never grow out of. 4 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

More Games Coming Soon 

Send SAE for full list of available games. 

VE! ION. 

>THE SECRETARY (Version 1.5) - The most 
‘advanced and the most widely used word-processor 
for SAM, powerful, versatile and easy to use. 
£14.95 (INDUG £12.95) 

> COMET 280 ASSEMBLER - The SAM assember 
many professionals use, yet easy enough for the 

New beginner - so why settle for second best? 
LOW Price £14.95 (INDUG £12.95) 

@ DRIVER works with the SAM Mouse (no mouse 
should be without one) or Keyboard. It provides a 
full WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) 
system that puts you in full control of your SAM. 

‘Comes complete with many built-in utilities and ready to run applications. Full manual and a 
disc-based tutorial, DRIVER gives you the ease of use only found on big office computers before. 
So easy to use yet so powerful. Fantastic Value £29.95 (INDUG members £24.95) 
Now Includes FRE} VER's Extras Disc 
DRIVER's Extras Disc still available for existing users at £5.95 (INDUG members £4.95) 

The Graphical IVE! for SAM 

DRIVERS Bx tras Disoedllavallbleiceiing eS 
SCADs PD Yes, at last, we are pleased to re-release SCADs - the arcade game development 

system for SAM. Previously sold by Glenco at £24.95 we have now placed the software into the 

Public Domain so the disc costs you Only £2.50. The full manual (over 200 pages) is also 

av ailable for £12.95 (overseas please add an extra £1 to postage rates below because of weight) 

Al pices inde UK postge and pacing (Europe please add, cher overseas please add E2) ar 
+ Payment by UK ehegu made pevae to Reveltn Sotwore,PO or cash, Sry but we cant accel Eur-cheque oto, 

s ae ims rast Quote NDUG rambersip ramber cet on roe lamin count 
Revelation end order 
Software / Revelation Software, 45, Buddle Lane, Exeter, EX4 1JS. 
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